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Cayosoft Admin Assistant™ 2.7 Released 

Simplified Administration for Active Directory and Office 365 

 

COLUMBUS, OHIO April 3rd, 2014 – Cayosoft has announced the release of Cayosoft Admin 

Assistant™ version 2.7. With simplified setup and expanded capabilities, Admin Assistant’s 

unique cloud-ready architecture makes Cayosoft the leader in simplifying Active Directory and 

Office 365 Administration.  

 

“This release was driven by customer feedback. Customers asked us to improve visibility and 

control over Office 365 and simplify deployment and the use of our product. We added dozens 

of templates that expose new Office 365 and Azure Active Directory information giving 

administrators the visibility not provided by Microsoft. To simplify our product we added step-

by-step wizards for deployment and operation of the product,” said Bob Bobel, Director of 

Product Management for Cayosoft. 

Version 2.7 provides greater visibility into Office 365 with the addition of twenty new rule 

templates. These templates provide details not easily retrieved from the native Office 365 and 

can be used for either targeting administrative action or for simple reporting.  

With the addition of these rules - Admin Assistant now boasts more than 40 Office 365 

templates for search, taking administrative action and reporting on Office 365.  

 

“To my knowledge, we are the only vendor providing this unique architecture that simplifies 

administration across on-premises, public cloud and hybrid deployments,” said Bobel 

Also new in version 2.7 are a configuration wizard and a rule creation wizard. Both wizards 

vastly simplify deploying and using the product. The New Rule Wizard simplifies the creation 

of rules reducing time to value of the product. Rules that were complex to create in the past 

such as creating default mailbox signature blocks in Office 365 from Active Directory data can 

now be built in only a few minutes.  



 

Cayo Admin Assistant comes with a fully functional 25-day trial license so administrators, help 

desk staff and IT Managers can try the product for themselves by simply downloading the 

product from http://www.cayosoft.com/download/. After the free trial, subscription, perpetual 

and freeware licenses are available.  

For more information visit the Cayo Administrator Product Page 

at http://www.cayosoft.com/active-directory-management-hybrid-tools/ 
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About Cayo Software, LLC 

Cayo Software empowers Administrators with modern solutions that simplify and enhance the 

management of your organization’s Islands of Identity starting with Microsoft’s Active 

Directory and Office 365. Unlike legacy Identity Management that pre-dates Cloud & Mobile 

initiatives, Cayo Software’s solutions are designed with on-premises, cloud, mobile, 

compliance, security and efficiency in mind. 
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